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Approximations other than (18), (1 9), or (22) have often
been used inthecommunicationsliterature.
A commoqapproximation is

a
a
a
Y

0

0

(for example, see [ 61 ). This approximation satisfies?either
inequality (1 2) nor (20) in the corresponding
cases. For the
Golay (23, 12) code, it produces an estimateof Pib = Pis that
is less than six-tenths of the correct value for small values of
P b = Ps.
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Fig. 1. Information-biterror rate as a function ofchannel-biterror
probability for Golay (23,12) code.
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For repetition codes and hard decisions,k = 1, d = n , and n is
odd, so (1 9 ) reduces t o

which is thecorrect,exactformulainthis
case. Another
demonstration of the accuracyof (1 9) is provided by examination of the Golay (23, 1 2 ) code, for which d = 7 and t = 3.
The information-bit error rate can be precisely calculated from
the data provided by Patterson [ 5 1 . The exact error rate always
exceeds the lower bound of inequality (1 2). A numerical comparison of the exact error rate and the approximation of (19)
indicates that the approximation produces an error
of approximately 7 perfentor less. As P b decreasesbelow0.25,the
exact error rate monotonically converges toward the approximation. Fig. I illustrates thecomparisonfor
10-2.
In nonljinary communications',i an information symbol represents m information bits. It is aisumed that an incorrgctly
decoded information symbol is equally likely to be any of the
remaining 29 - 1 symbols in the%lphabet. Among those symbols, a given bit is incorrect in 2m
cases. Thus,

>

?m - 1

For Reed-Solomoncodes,
(21) imply that

i=h+l \
for hard-decision decoding.

7 = 2"

-

1. Equations (18) and

A Low Complexity Stack Decoder for a Class of Binary Rate
(n - l)/n convolutional Codes
A. J. VINCK
Abstracr-In this paper we discuss the implementation of a modified
stack decoder for a class of binary rate R = ( n - I)/n convolutional
codes used on a binary symmetric channel(BSC). For large values of
n , the c ] p i c a l implementation of the stack decoder quickly becomes
impractical, as each extension of an information sequence estimate
gives rise to 2("-') successor estimates. A Fano type of sequential
decoder is then preferable. However, by using the structure of a class
( n - I)/n.codes, withoptimumdistanceprofile
ofsystematicrate
(ODP), we are able to modify the classical stack decoder such itthat
is
of comparable complexity. The average number of stack reorganizations, as well as the average number of successors per extension, can
be
reduced
considerably,
without
increase
of
decoding
error
probability. .

INTRODUCTION
Thestackdecodingalgorithmis
a sequentialdecoding
algorithmforconvolutionalcodes.
It searchesthroughthe
nodes of the code treein an efficient way. Each node examined
represents' an information sequence estimate through part of
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thetree.Inthestackdecoder,theseinformationsequence
estimatestogetherwiththeirrespectiveFanometrics
are
stored in a so-called ordered stack [ 11, [ 21. The position in
the ordering depends on the Fano metric.
Whatever the organization structure or size of the stack is,
decoding complexity is determined by two basic steps.
1) The decoder hast o find the best estimate from the stack.
2)Thebestestimate
is removed from the stack and, for
binaryrate R = k / n codes,extendedto
2k successorestimates t o be stored in the stack.
Of course, organization and size do‘influence the complexity of both steps. A stack reorganization is defined to be the
eventwhere one or more successors are t o be stored in the
stack.
In the next section, we first describe a modification of the
second basic stepfora
class of binaryrate R = (n - l)/n
codes. If received frames of L n-tuples are t o be decoded, then
the classical stack decoder stores roughly L 2(n-1) successor
estimates. Instead of storing 2 ( n - 1 ) successorsper extended
estimate, we store only a very small fraction of this number.
Then wegive
asecondmodificationsuchthatthe
average
number of stack reorganizations per information ( n - 1)-tuple
depends on theBSC error probability p .
We conclude with a comparison .between the complexity
of the modified stack decoder and the Fano decoding
algorithm [3].

MODIFICATIONS
We first describe the modifications of an extension for rate
R = (n - l)/n codes. We assume that a rate R = ( n - l)/n
encoder G has zero delay, and a’matrix of lowest order coefficients of rank (n - 1). As an example one can take the class of
systematic codes.
Per definition, the stack decoder
always extends the best
estimate, which is said t o be the top node of the stack. The
2 ( n - 1 ) possiblesuccessor
estimatesthatfollowfromthis
extension will becalled“siblings,”as
they have the same
father node. Let I * i be one of the successors to the information sequence estimate Z. The Fano metric LAZ * i ) depends
on the probability p ( h ) of the error n-tuple estimate
ri that
corresponds to the extension from
I to I * i. For R = (n - l)/n
codes, this metric is

L f ( 1 * i) 4Lf(Z)+ log, p(ri) + 1.
For a BSC, the probability p ( i ) equals (1 - P ) -~wHP wH ,
where W H is the Hamming weight of the error n-tuple estimate.
Note that a sibling of I * ‘ i with smaller metric can appear at
the top of the stack, onlyif I * i has already been there before.
This observation justifies the following modification of the extension of the top node.
S t e p 1 : Remove the top node from the stack.
S t e p 2: Generate the complete set of siblings of this prior
top node having the same metric as this prior top node and
place t h e best “son” of each in the stackas well as the best son
of the prior top node.
S t e p 3: Generate (if it exists) a “next best” sibling (i.e., a
siblingwhose metric is maximum among those siblings with
smaller metrics) of the prior top node and place this sibling in
the stack.
The nodes in the stack can now
be seen as representatives
for the siblings with the same or smaller metric. In the classical
stack decoder the top node is removed from the stack and all
its sons are placed in the stack.
The above modification is applicable t o all rate R = k / n
codes. The complexity of an extension then depends on how
difficult it is to find the siblings with the same Fano metric,
and a best one with’smaller metric. We therefore illustrate the
abovemodificationforthe
classof
systematic (n - l)/n

optimum distance profile (ODP) codes as given by Hagenauer
[4]. Forthesecodes,theentriesinthenthcolumn
of the
zero-order generator matrix all have a nonzero constant term.
As observed by Hagenauer, there are only two different sets of
weights associated with the 2(n-r) successors of an estimate,
depending on the parity bit
valueof the all zero extension.
Hence, ifwe
extendaninformationsequenceestimateto
2(”-l) successors, then the corresponding error n-tuple estimates are either all of even or all of odd Hamming weight. As
there are exactly 2(n-1) different n-tuples with the same type
of weight, we also knowexactlyhowmanyerrorestimates
there are of a certain Hamming weight. Let
W ( t ) denote the
Hamming weight of the error n-tuple estimate at time interval
t. Then, the application of the above modification for the decoder located at time interval
t , t 2 l , canbedescribed
as
follows.
S t e p 1: Remove the top node from the stack.
S t e p 2: DeterminetheHamming weight W ( t - 1) of the
error n-tuple corresponding to the last branch to this node and
generate all (
)) siblings that have the same metric [same
W(r-l)]. Place the best son of each in the stack as well as the
best son of the prior top node.
S t e p 3: Generate (if it exists)anextbext
siblingof the
prior topnodewithanerrorn-tupleestimateofHamming
weight W ( t - 1) 2 and place this sibling in the stack.
Note that for systematic ODP codes, the sons in step 2
all
have an associated error n-tuple estimate of Hamming weight
W ( t ) = 0 or 1.
For systematic ODP codes [ 41, or any code with anequivalent zero-order matrix, we can further simplify the algorithm
asfollows.Let
thetopnoderepresentaninformation
sequence of length t, t > 1.
S t e p 1: Take the top node from stack.
S t e p 2 : Determine the Hamming weight W ( t - l), and generate the
)) siblings with the same metric. Place the
best son of each in the stackas well as the best son of the prior
top node.
S t e p 3: If W ( t - 1) f 0, generate (if it exists) the next best
sibling of the prior top node with an error n-tuple estimate of
Hamming weight W ( t - 1) 4- 2 and place this sibling in the
stack.
S t e p 4 : If W ( t - 1) = 1 or 2, and W ( t - 2 ) = 0, generate
the father node of the prior top node. Generate a
sibling of
this father node with W ( t - 2) = 2, and place this sibling in
the stack.
The correctness pf this modification is proven as follows.
Let I * i and I * i be two siblings with last branch error ntuple estimates with weight W ( t - 2) = 0 and W ( t - 2) = 2 ,
respectively. Then node I * i‘ can only reach the top of the
stack after the son of I * i with W ( t - 1) = 1 or 2 has been
there, as both latter nodes have a higher Fano metric. But, if
one of these two sons is at the top of the stack, then Z * i:-is
stored at step 4 in the algorithm.
In Fig. 1, we illustrate in part the modifications for a rate
R = 2/3 codetakenfrom
[ 4 ] . We assume thatan isolated
error occurs at time interval ( t - 1). We have shown the Fano
( t - 2), ( t - l ) , and t .
metric of the nodes at time interval
Along thebranches are the noise estimatesthatcorrespond
with the information sequence estimates.
If, for our modified decoder, steps 1-4 give rise to only one
be
successor with weight W ( t ) = 0, thennoestimateneed
stored in the stack, and hence, no stack reorganization takes
place, as this successor is known t o have a higher Fano metric
than all estimates present in the stack.
From Fig. 1, one cansee that, in the isolated error case, four
additionalstackentriesareneededintwostackreorganizations.Ingeneral,
if onlyone single erroroccurs, we store
(n
1)estimatesintwostackreorganizations.Hence,the
average number of stackentriesandthe
average numberof
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Fig. 1. Illustration of themodification for a specificsingleerrorat
time interval t - 1, and R = 2/3. The case where W ( t - 1) = 1 and
W ( t - 2) = 0.
stack reorganizations per information ( n - 1)-tuple.are propor1) X n X p and2 X n X p , respectively, for
tional to ( n
sufficiently small p . For instance, for a rate R = 2/3 code and
p = 0.0172 ( R equals R c o m p ) ,( n -t 1) X n X p = 0.2. The
classical stackdecoderneeds(2(n-1)
- 1)additionalstack
entries per extended estimate, even in the error free case. For
n = 8 and p = 0.002 (R equals R c o m p ) , ( n 1) X n X p =
0.1, whereas (2(n-1) - 1) = 127.
If anodeisextendedwithaninformation
( n - 1)-tuple
equal to the first ( n - 1) digits of a received n-tuple, then the
nth code digit determineswhethertheextensionhas
weight
1
.2
.?
1.
2.
3.
10.
W ( t ) = 0 or 1.
XFrom the above, it follows that the complexityof an extenFig. 2. Distribution of the number of stack reorganizations C, per insion is very low if we use the systematic ODP codes. In the
formation pair for the classical (I, 1', I") and the modified decoder
next section we discuss simulation results for the modified, the
(11, 11', 11") for p = 0.0172, 0.0086, and 0.0043, respectively.
classical stack decoder, and the Fano decoder.

+

+

SIMULATIONS
We have simulated the modified aswell as the classical stack
decoderforaconstraintlength15rate
R = 2/3 ODP code
fr.om [4]for several channelerrorprobabilities.Themost
important one is p = 0.0172, when R equals R c o m p . Before
encoding, thetwoinformationsequencesaredividedinto
frames of 241 digits followed by
15 all-zero digits. Each run
consists of 10 000 frames. We measured thedistribution of
the number of stack reorganization, C,, per information pair;
see Fig. 2. For p = 0.0172, 0.0086, and 0.0043, the classical
algorithm gives an average C,. = 1.5, 1.1 5,and 1.1, respectively,
whereas themodifiedalgorithm
gives C, = 0.26, 0.08, and
0.03, respectively.Hence, forthemodifieddecoder,
decreases almostlinearlywith
p as can be expectedforlow
channel
The average number of stack items per information pair,C,,
as well as its distribution (see Fig. 3), are important parameters
fordeterminingtheprobability
of stackoverflow. F o r y =
0.0172, 0.0086, and 0.0043 the classical decoder gives C, =
3.5, 3,1, and 3.0, respectively, whereas the modified decoder
,
and 0.09, respectively. For the modified
gives C, ~ 0 . 6 3 0.20,
decoder, C, decreases again linearly with p .
From the above, and Figs. 2 and 3, it follows that the average complexity of the modifieddecoderdecreaseslinearly
with p . The described modifications
give rise to a low complexity stack decoder for high-rate systematic ODP codes. In
thenextparagraph,
we compareourmodifieddecodertoa
Fano decoder.
The Fano decoder is an alternative for decoding convolu2.
3.
I.
.1
.2
.3
Xtional codes sequentially. It uses the Fano metric of only one
estimate and a threshold. The Fano decoder moves forward or Fig.3. Distribution of the number of stack items C,per information
backward from one node to an adjacent node. The decoder is
pair for the classical (I, 1', I") and the modified decoder (11, 11', 11")
allowed to move only if the metric of the new node is above
for p = 0.0172, 0.0086, and 0.0043, respectively.

c,

r
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a threshold. If thisis not possible, then the threshold islowered.
to be of lowcomplexity.
Backwardmovesareconsidered
After a backward move, the decoder tries to move forward to
thenext
bestadjacentnode.After
a forwardmove,or
a
thresholdlowering,thedecoderlooksforward
to the best
adjacent node. This forward looking is usually taken as a unit
of computation. The Fano algorithm is organized such that it
never moves to the same node with the same thresholdmore
thanonce. This means that the decoder may
visit the same
node repeatedly with different threshold
values. In the stack
decoder the same extensionis never done more than once.
In the noiseless case, the Fano decoder always moves forward with W ( t ) = o, and tries to tighten the threshold. In this
case, the decoding complexity is the same as for the modified
stack decoder. If only one single isolated error occurs, then the
Fano decoder lowers its threshold such thata search among all
possible forwardmoveswith
W ( t ) = 1 is permitted,in
order to find the correct one. In this case the modified stack
decoder basically alsoonlyinvestigatesthesamenumber
of
estimates.’
InthesimulationsfortheFanodecoder,thethreshold
step size A,was chosen as the negative metric contribution for
one single’error per n-tuple. For this value of A; the decoder
has, to, do trace-back work in ordert o lower the threshold such
thatthe
Single errornodescan
be explored.Theamount
of trace-back work increases if A increases, and hence, p decreases.
R =
In the simulations we took the constraint length 15
2/3 ODP code from [4].We compared the number of forward Fig. 4. Distributionof the number o f attempts to move forward for
looks for the Fano decoder with the number of SucCeSSorS for
the Fano decoder (I, 1’, I”) and the number of successor estimates
ourmodifieddecoderperinformationpair.The
averageof
for the modified stack decoder (11, II’, 11”) for p = 0.0172, 0.0086,
and 0.0043, respectively.
both numbers is denoted as
Thus, for p = 0.0, the decoders are of the same complexity. For p = 0.0172, 0.0086,
and 0.0043, the Fano decoder
gives Cf =-5.5, 1.8, and 1.3,
profiles,” IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory, vol. IT-23, pp. 615-618,
Sept. 19772“
respectively.Themodifieddecoder
gives Cf = 1.6,1.2,and
[51 J . M . Geist, “An empirical comparison of two sequential decoding
1.1, respectively. Hence, forp = 0.0172 our modified decoder
algorithms,” IEEE Trans. Commun. Technol., vol. COM-19, pp.
clearly outperforms the Fano decoder. A similar conclusion in
415-419, Aug. 1971.
favor of the stack decoder when
R
R c o m p can be found in
Geist [ 51 . The distributions that correspond with’C are given
in Fig. 4.

(7)

cf.

CONCLUSIONS
We developed a modified stack decoder for
a class of systematic R = ( n - l ) / n ODP codes. If the number of successors Image Decimation and Interpolation Techniques Based on
in the modified stack decoder is compared to the number of
Frequency Domain Analysis
attempts to move forward in the Fano decoder, then the complexity of the modified decoder is comparable to the complexT. C. CPEN AND RUI J. P. DE FIGUEIREDO
ity of the Fano decoder for low channel error probabilities.
For R = 2/3 and p = 0.0172 ( R equalsRComp), our modified
decoder is superior to the Fano decoder. Simulation results
Absrracr-A scheme for a spatial domain image data preprocessing
indicate that for high rate codes our modifications enable
a decimation and postprocessing interpolation is presepted. The scheme
low complexity stack decoder.
isimplemented by appropriate FIR digitalfilters.Frequency and
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